HMH Assessment Overview
For Teachers

Explore assessment and reporting that inform daily instruction to drive student achievement.
Less testing, more insight

Assess to inform instruction. Instruct to drive student outcomes.

Our philosophy is simple.

Assessment is designed to give educators a powerful toolkit that measures what students know, monitors growth, and makes it easier for the teacher to do his/her best work.

Whether you prefer teacher-driven interventions or automated differentiation, we have the data and content that empower you to teach your best lesson, every day.
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Your connected classroom

Measure every learning moment, automatically.

1. Dyslexia risk screening
   Oral reading fluency assessment
   Normed progress monitoring

2. Interim assessment

3. Whole class formative assessment
   Writing assessment and peer review

4. Assessment-informed instruction
A complete reporting suite

Available via HMH Ed

One Spot for All Reports

HMH's Reporting Suite provides a standards-aligned view of student achievement across benchmark and in-program assessments. Shared reporting gives teachers a more comprehensive view of student achievement to drive differentiation.
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**HMH Solutions**

- MAP Growth Assessment
- Comprehensive Core Curriculum (Math and ELA)
- Comprehensive Core Curriculum (Science and Social Studies)
- English Language Development
- Reading Fluency and Dyslexia Risk Screening
- Supplemental Math, and ELA Practice
- Intensive Intervention (Math and ELA)
Dyslexia risk screening
+ Oral reading fluency assessment and normed progress monitoring

Overview: Available for Grades K-5
Teaching a child to read is life-changing, but where do you start? With HMH, you can assess students’ oral reading fluency, automate running records, and screen for dyslexia risk for every student in the class—at the same time. Plus, each student’s assessment results place them directly into ESSA-strong reading tutoring.

Reports
• Benchmark Report
• Running Record
• Dyslexia Risk Report
• Progress Report
• Instructional Recommendations Report
• Reading Rope Report
• Skills Diagnostic Report
• Skill Status Report
• Parent Report

Special Features
• Equitable assessment and dyslexia screening in English and Spanish
• Direct placement into 1:1 reading tutoring
• ESSA-strong evidence rating
• Grounded in the Science of Learning to Read

Amira automatically saves each student’s recorded assessment for teacher review.
Dyslexia risk screening + Oral reading fluency assessment and normed progress monitoring

HMH Content Connection

The Instructional Recommendations Report provides HMH content recommendations based upon each student’s skill gaps.

Each skill (phonological awareness, sight recognition, vocabulary, and decoding) includes three categories of HMH content recommendations:

• Likely mastered
• Appropriately challenging
• Very challenging

These recommendations are available for customers with an active subscription to:

• HMH Into Reading®
• Saxon® Phonics and Spelling

Differentiation Support

Students’ assessment results automatically place them into ESSA-strong reading tutoring, proven to double reading growth.

Watch a brief video of a student engaging with ESSA-strong tutoring based upon assessment results.

Students’ assessment results include HMH instructional content recommendations to empower teaching and/or re-teaching of general classroom concepts.

Watch the Video!
Interim Assessment

Measure and monitor growth

*MAP Growth* is a research-based benchmark assessment designed to measure achievement and growth in K–12 math, reading, language usage, and science.

For Teachers:

**Beginning, Middle, and End of Year:** MAP Growth customers can see key MAP Growth data in reporting on HMH Ed, the learning platform. This includes RIT scores and projected student proficiency on state summative assessments.

**Program Check-ins:** Your HMH program includes regular check-ins on student performance against state standards.

**Actionable Next Steps:** Data from MAP Growth and program assessments can be used to group students and find relevant resources with a few easy clicks.

**Differentiation Support**

- *MAP Growth* assessment data can be used to automatically place students in Waggle®, Read 180® on HMH Ed™, and Math 180® on Ed.
- *MAP Growth* key data in the HMH Growth report can be used to group students for differentiation.
Time-saving Differentiation

Informed by MAP Growth.

**Overview:** Available for Grades K-8

How do you build foundations and accelerate skill growth?

*HMH Waggle* easily differentiates instruction with fun, targeted practice at the right time for each student.

Teachers can choose students’ starting points or save time with auto-placement, informed by *MAP Growth*.

**Reports**

- Class Insights
- MAP Growth Report
- Individual Student Reports

**Special Features**

- Dynamically adapts to students’ knowledge in real time.
- Teachers can choose students’ starting points or save time with auto-assign, informed by MAP Growth
- Embedded hints and feedback develop SEL competencies while addressing skill gaps.
- Teachers get robust, real-time insight into skills mastery and student growth.

Lively, animated characters ignite students’ imaginations and boost motivation and engagement.
Whole Class Formative Assessment

Every moment can be a data moment.

Assessment Overview

Every HMH core, intervention, and ELD program on Ed, the HMH Learning Platform, includes robust assessment that answers the question, “what’s next?”

Reports
- Assessment Report
- Standards Report
- Program Activity Report

Special Features
- One place for all students, teachers, and leaders
- Low-stakes assessments available via HMH Go app for at-home access
- Automatically groups students based on test results

With HMH Into Science we support you in ensuring your Science Standards are met. The HMH NGSS Trace Tool maps the Standards, shows the connections and spiraling across grade levels, and identifies HMH resources to support NGSS-based instruction.
Whole Class Formative Assessment

Every moment can be a data moment.

With HMH Social Studies, students are constantly answering questions within the narrative to interpret maps, timelines, and graphs, as well as analyzing literature, primary sources, videos, and perspectives.

Low-stakes assessments can go wherever your students go with the HMH Go app!
Writing Assessment and Daily Practice

Track and report growth

**Assessment Overview** Available for Grades 3-12

Prepare students for assessment success and lifelong literacy with Writable! Support your ELA curriculum, district benchmarks, and state standards with more than 1,000 fully customizable assignments and rubrics. Assessment is tied to Writable practice and state benchmarks, with teachers receiving data-driven summaries for full classes and individual students.

**Reports**
- Assignment Dashboard
- Proficiency & Recommendation Report
- Usage & Engagement Report (for Administrators)

**Special Features**
- High 5s are built to engage your students in daily writing with short, 5-minute writing prompts – perfect for formative assessment!
- Shared assessments allow an administrator to create and share a common assessment with teachers in their school or district.
- State-specific assignments and rubrics build everyday practice towards assessments that mirror your state summative.
- Multilingual learners are supported with practice and rubrics aligned to the most common state and national assessments.

Hear how Writable has helped district leaders and educators bring writing into their curriculum.

Watch the Video!
Writing Assessment and Daily Practice

Track and report growth

HMH Content Connection

HMH Program Pairings Make Lesson Planning Easy! Writable connects to HMH core and multilingual learner programs, taking the work out of curriculum alignment for educators.

Exercises and responses to reading assignments from the following HMH programs are integrated within Writable, aligning world-class instruction to save teachers time and enhance the writing process.

- HMH Into Reading (Grades 3-6)
- HMH Into Literature (Grades 6-12)
- Collections (Grades 6-12)
- HMH Social Studies (Grades 6-12)
- English 3D (Grades 4-12)

Differentiation Support

- Proficiency data helps to identify differentiated writing groups
- Data-informed assignment recommendations build skill mastery
- Pre-made differentiated assignments deliver 3 levels of scaffolded prompts (light, moderate, and substantial scaffolds)
- Customize any assignment to meet a range of student abilities with prompt differentiation

Writable Reporting & Exports

Teachers and school leaders can gain insights into student reading and writing skills, aid in instructional planning, and export data.

- Student Proficiency & Recommendation Report
- Student Growth Report

See student performance based on multiple graded assignments and find recommended tasks and assignments.

Build My Report

Monitor growth between two graded assignments – by category, skill, or standard.

Build My Report

Learn More

Learn More
Assessment-informed instruction

Insights at-a-glance:

Assessment Report:
Automates grouping based on program assessment data.

Standards Report:
Provides standards-aligned resources based on program and benchmark assessment data.

MAP Growth Report:
Makes it easy to compare benchmark assessment data against grade-level and growth expectations.

Program Activity Report:
Dives into the class’s utilization data including:

• Topics and sessions completed
• Average session duration
• MAP Growth scores

Click on a report name to explore the data points.
Assessment Report

Data Points

Customize by:
- Program
- Assessment Type(s) and/or
- Period

Metrics

- **Assessment Proficiency**: Displays cumulative score levels for students assigned to the assessment.
- **Assessment Average**: Displays the cumulative average assessment score for each assessment.
- **Assessment Performance**: Displays high-level reporting information for all students, cumulative assessment scores for individual students, and single test scores for individual students.
Assessment Report

Grouping made easy

1. Group students based on their assessment results.

2. Easily create content and assign it to the whole class, small groups, or individual students.
Standards Report

Data Points

Customize by:
- Standards Set
- Grade Level
- Program
- Assessment Type(s)
- Period
- Student

Standard Proficiency Domain Cards
Displays students' average scores for each domain in the selected standard set
Standards Report

Simplifying standards

1. View student performance by Standards.

2. View standards-aligned resources for teaching and re-teaching.
MAP Growth Report

Data Points

Metrics

• **RIT Score** represents a student’s achievement at any given moment and helps measure their academic growth over time.

• **Quantile®/Lexile® Range** helps educators find appropriately aligned resources.

• **Achievement Percentile** indicates the percentage of students in the NWEA norm group for a test and grade that a student’s RIT score equaled or exceeded.

• **Projected Proficiency** score shows students' projected performance on state and college readiness assessments.

• **Observed Growth and Projected Growth** represents the change in RIT score and the mean score between two testing terms.
MAP Growth Report

Measure and drive growth

1. View benchmark data at the whole-class and individual-student levels

2. Use as a placement tool into Math 180, Read 180, and Waggle on Ed.
Program Activity Report

Data Points

Class Overview:
Includes Key Performance Indicators. The KPIs highlight the class’s overall performance from completed topics in one of the three performance levels: Below-Level, On-Level, and Above-Level.

Metrics
• Current Focus: Each student’s current topic, performance, status, started and completed dates, and time in that topic
• Usage: Topics completed, sessions, and session duration for the selected time period, and school year to date
• Performance: Overall performance level per zone for selected time period and school year to date
• MAP Growth: A subset of the key MAP Growth data for each student with access to the full Growth Report with one click
Program Activity Report

Monitor overall class performance and key utilization metrics

1. Identify students who are tracking below grade level or need more time.

2. Student performance data from Math 180 includes each student’s current focus and usage data and MAP Growth scores.

[Image of a student performance data dashboard from HMH Assessment & Reporting Suite]

A complete assessment suite

Learning data from assessments are important for measuring and supporting growth in all learners. HMH equips teachers with actionable assessment data that connect directly with resources to teach, re-teach, and differentiate learning so that all students can reach their full potential.